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Abstract

The Covid-19 is informally regarded as coronavirus and at
present has become a biggest task as well as concern among all countries
globally. The rapid growth of the existing pandemic Covid-19 initiated
the employment of AI technology to develop latest methods to mitigate
the spread of the malady. The emerging AI built 5G Robots, drones,
smartphones has decreased stress among the medical professionals.

An enlightened literature survey for this Scoping review was
collected through the Pub Med, IEEE, Wiley-online, Embase databases
using keywords such as COVID-19, Artificial Intelligence, 5G Robots,
Drones, Smart Phones, Thermal sensors etc., especially for assessing
the rapid outbreaks of coronavirus and tackling strategies with help of
modern emerging artificial intelligence technology.

Currently our review article provides a broad window of
contemplations on the budding novel artificial intelligence and its
contributions in mitigation of pandemic Covid-19.

Our paper is organized in a well -planned manner to make the
reader understand about covid-19 threat and simultaneous portray the
development of AI technology approaches in tackling the current
pandemic along with future perspectives.
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The SARSCoV-2 belonging to the
family of coronaviridae at present situation is
creating anxiety among the whole population.
Subsequently, this viral disease is contagious
with flu like symptoms comprising of cough,
fever, fatigue along with breathlessness.
Although, the root of the viral disease is still
under dispute. Nevertheless, several literature
reports have shown the genome sequence of
the corona virus and has determined its origin
firstfrom host bats2,18. The World Health
Organization director-general is Dr.Tedros
Adhanom Ghebreyesus, who has confirmed
the COVID 19 outburst as a universal
pandemic on 11th March, 2020 [WHO]24.
Nevertheless, this upsurging infection created
global communal health crisis along with
accusatorial collision of global economy.
Moreover, Governments of various countries
started the utilization of artificial intelligence
technology which were developed with
machine learning, deep learning and Natural
language processing which helped in controlling
the transmission of such pandemics. (Shown
in figure-1).

At present the globally affected
population due to SARS-CoV-2 based on
worldometer report as on November 13th 2020
is 53,092,548 confirmed cases25 with death toll
1,299,409.  The major clinical symptoms of this
new corona virus is been found to have
common flu symptoms along with muscle pain,
fatigue, high fever along with breathlessness
condition9. Hence healthcare workers have
tremendously worked day and night to treat
infected individuals but due to shortage of
proper protective suits created stress among
them. To encounter this situation, AI approach

has been successful in large fields involving
image processing, computer vision, thermal
sensors, disinfecting wards with help of robots
along with providing food to isolated wards,
assisting in surgery, in malls plus majorly in
disease diagnosis and discovering modern
drugs/vaccines etc.,12-15.

Therefore, this paper main aim and
objective is to provide a concise comprehension
to reader about the recent pandemic havoc
and how the emerging AI application adopted
to mitigate the budding problem and further
have endeavoured to portray different AI built
models in different areas of science along with
future perspectives.

Related Work Frame of Study :

We authors have decided to do
literature survey on all articles associated with
Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine learning,
Deep learning and role of IoT, Drones
Management of Pandemics with help of 5G
Robots, AI based approach in drug development
and future perspectives of combating against
covid-19 3,4,11,17. In the (figure-2) we have
provided the frame work of study.

Role of AI, IoT and Drones in combating
COVID-19 :

Undiplomatically, several millions of
populaces are facing incessant menace of
infection with the state not likely to get
improved in the forthcoming times. Although,
throng of latest machinery advancement have
evolved to control the intensification of
pandemic. However,the upsurging artificial
intelligence built devices include digital
technologies, IoT, smart phones and oncoming
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Figure-1: The
Emerging Artificial

Intelligence technology
built with Machine
learning Programs

5G networks6,8,19,21,26. In this section, we
reconnoitre the efficiency of the aforesaid
equipments in alleviating the catastrophic
influence of the coronavirus pandemic.
Moreover, Internet of Medical Things (IoMT),
also signified as Internet of Things, a
unification of medical devices along with

Figure-2: Related
design of work-frame

software applications for monitoring patients
even from distant location. It has been wide-
ranging in medical management services
connected to relative healthcare IT systems.
Finally, we have portrayed the role of AI and
drone applications in different areas of medical
care which is shown in (Table-1).

Figure-3: The AI built 5G
Robots in different areas of

health care



Table-1: Role of AI and drones in different sectors of medical care

S. Purpose of AI &drones in different Description         References
No sectors

1 The practice of small Unmanned Aerial The contemplation of the    [Ullah 2019 and ,
Vehicles employed for conveyance of routine usage of drones     Thiels 2015]
blood and pharmaceutical products to  fort ransportation of blood
hospitals.  samples and to support in

delivery of medicine to
populations during the
pandemic outbursts.

2 The application of UAV in disease The other significant     [Wang 2020]
tracking with help of thermal sensors  practice of drones is to

detect any anomalous
respiratory alterations
which provide alert while
screening of people
infected with COVID-19 plus
temperature hike detected
with help of in-built sensors.

3 The role of AI in detection of drug Complexed artificial intelli-      [Zhavoronkov
gence-constructed drug 2020]
discovery channel is
significant for
production of unique drug
compounds.

4 The role of AI in identification of The AI model is employed [Ali 2021,
diseases with help of CT scanning specifically to check/scan Jin 2020]

for virus disease and
prevent the  spread of
disease
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Management of pandemic with 5G Robots:

The employments of 5G androids are
specifically exercised in medical care and
management especially to refrain the
transmission of the corona virus. Moreover,
these robots are being constructed to support
in the prescription of patients along with
reducing their anxiety levels of the medical
professionals. These are being deployed to
disinfect the contaminated rooms/wards with
ultraviolet  (UV) surface disinfection
methods27. The multipurpose Robots are
largely applied in many areas in healthcare field
such as manger robot, in substitute for nurse
these 5G robots are practiced in hospitals,
provides quick support to people in need of
treatment, hence regarded as ambulance robot,
few androids are employed in telemedicine
section, Robots employed to serve hospital
section, supply food to patients and outdoor
delivery (Shown in figure-3).

AI based approach in drug development :

Several computational biologist use
data analytics, computer simulations to study
the interactions of ligand with ACE2 receptors
to identify the impact of medications in
reducing the disease7.  Thus, artificial
intelligence modelling provides propagative
stereochemistry for construction of unique
elements that can subside coronavirus28.
However, the AI is a generative machine
learning programs built with genetic algorithms
along with language models to explore the
molecular structures. Nevertheless, many
researchers are synthesising and testing many
drug molecules, a proper vaccine is not
released yet due to some limitations in trials.

Future perspectives :

The wide spread of SARS-COV2 has
made us to rely on AI technologies to
encounter the pandemic. The upsurge of AI
machinery almost in every field from electronic
shopping, online learning platforms, online
imbursement, telemedicine facilities and
smartphones. The pr incipal artificial
intelligence device constructed with machine
learning, Internet of Things, image processing,
virtual reality, drone technology, robotics and
block-chain. At present and in future the
universe start employing these innovative
technologies in day to day life. Predicting the
future with AI helps in mitigation of several
endangers.

In our review paper we have
portrayed the diverse application as well as
role of artificial intelligence in battling against
the pandemic. The utilization of AI is cost-
effective along with reducing stress levels among
the medical care professionals. In-fact, we
have shown a broad window of management
of pandemic with help of artificial intelligence
built devices. However, the AI built models
have several purpose such as providing
medicines to needy at time, acting as nurse
robots in hospitals, disinfecting wards, UAV
helps in detections of diseased individuals and
development of drugs etc. Hence, in future
the AI based tools will be employed wholly in
forthcoming times.
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